WPC Possible Partnerships With
Changemakers
Name

Project

Description

Chirag

STEAM3D

Establish workshops for youths interested
in STEM, specifically technology

Pierce

Bluetooth Child Carseat
Alarm

Brainstorm new designs to implement the
Bluetooth Child Car Seat Alarm into my
eco-friendly vehicles so we may protect
the environment and children at the same
time. At the same time we would be
protecting parents from injury bills and
saving them money that would be used to
purchase gas or electricity.

Joseph

Anti-smoking organic
medicated vape juice or
e/cigarette

Hold conventions and PSA’s for youths to
understand the harmful effects smoking
has on one’s body and the environment.
By doing this, we’ll reduce smoking
casualties and reduce the pollution caused
by smoking affecting our environment.

Shavon Moore

Bright Future’s Music

Provide eco-friendly buses for field trips
geared towards performance and recording
opportunities. This way Shavon can make
a change without harming the
environment.

Erik Hofer

Beat The Plastic

Initiate community programs across the
nation to clean our parks, lakes, and rivers.
Initiate recycling competitions and
programs in school districts, cities, and
provinces where recycling is a widely
practiced. For example, my home country
Guinea.

Michael Aaron
Ioffe

TILE

Organize TILE conversations that focus
on making our environment a better place,
innovativity, and career paths one could
pursue and ties with helping the
environment. Being able to speak
languages that are profound in West
Africa, such as Fulani, we could translate
TILE talks across West Africa.

Dayshawn Roberts

T-Mobile Recreation
Center

Have hands-on workshops at recreation
centers for the youth to engage with and
understand environmental issues. Provide
eco-friendly buses to allow field trips to
learning opportunities.

Jaden Carrier

Crafts For A Cause Miami

Initiate programs teaching kids how to
help the Earth, plants, flowers, and trees.
We could also teach kids how to produce
fruits and vegetables to give to others in
need.

Kery Cajou

UPNEXT

Being an issue near and dear to me, I
would like to work with Kerry to
influence our youth that there is a better
way out and to have a bigger purpose in
life than doing drugs. We can also
motivate the youth to be innovative and
inspire them how being innovative can
help one become successful.

Mark Baptiste

UPGRADE

Ariyan Miller

The Millenial Mindsetters

Taja Clarke

Clean NYC

Include classes on app that teach about the
environment. We could also work together
to create apps that’ll let drivers navigate
their eco-friendly vehicles at the touch of a
screen.
Provide eco-friendly vehicles to allow
state to state speeches without expelling
dangerous gases into the environment.
Help set up trash disposal stations in New
York City as well as Columbus, Ohio. We
could also design an eco-friendly garbage
truck so that trash cans can be emptied
efficiently without polluting the air.

Tina

A Connected Generation

Use platforms on the internet to make
issues concerning the environment more
aware of and for users to cooperate to
brainstorm new solutions for our
environment.

Kierra Gordon

L.O.M.

With our team having a background in
making websites and apps, we could
possibly help develop a platform for your
great initiative.

Nooruddin Ahmad

@BD1FFERENT

Provide eco-friendly transportation for
PSA’s, events, and fundraising campaigns
to help spread your message across the
nation without harming our environment.

N/A

Books & Blanket

Offer books in genres that focus on
environmental issues so that the youth
may become more aware of environmental
issues around them. As an advocate for
education, we could also hold programs to
teach children how to write their own
books so that in the future they may
inspire someone through education.

Jiiya Stubbs

Soulful Soul Foods

Cotter Leonard

McShin’s White Marker
Project

As this is a close issue to me after losing
friends to drug addiction I would love for
us both to prosper so that I could sponsor
your cause. More importantly in Ohio
where the opioid and heroin crisis is
getting worse.

Terry

Stop Ocean Pollution

I totally agree with your cause and I would
love to partner. We could hold
swimming/scuba diving classes and
programs for communities to volunteer
occasionally to clean up rivers, lakes, and
ponds, which are all apart of our
environment.

Jessica Albright

Animal Education

Provide eco-friendly food trucks

With experience in making websites, we
can work together to build a website to
increase your platform.

Jennifer Albright

Kids of The Future
Preschool

Partner to establish hands-on workshops
for preschoolers to expand third
knowledge in the environment and
provide eco-friendly buses for field trips
that emphasize education in STEM and
the environment.

Albany Navarre

Our Children’s Children
LLC

Partner and hopefully provide eco-friendly
buses for college tours and present options
and careers to the youth that are towards
making our environment a better place.

Silky Gray

Baltimore Renaissance

Would love to work together to invite
eco-friendly speakers and host workshops
at rec-center to motivate the youth to help
the environment.

Russel Bills

Echo Effect

We could partner to host occasional
competitions that'll initiate the youth to
compete sharing selfies that depicts who
can clean up the environment the most.

Jay Adam

Guns with Extra Security

Currently doing research on new products
that'll help limit casualties whilst ensuring
that firearms are used appropriately, I
would love to work with other
like-minded individuals to help create a
solution to the gun violence affecting our
societies around the world.

Tariq
Washington-Walker

World Apparel Co.

Provide eco-friendly buses for missions
and tours to create awareness and provide
assistance in tragedies across the world.
With their clothing line, we would love to
make t-shirts that'll help make
environmental issues more profound.

Brianna James

Greater Horizon

Provide eco-friendly buses for field
trips,seminars, and tours.

